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CURRENT PRODUCTS model:ND213-36D
T 5 . 5  L E D  L A M P  f o r  E AO - 01  S E R I E S

Low power

There is no inrush current

Maintenance-free

Excellent impact resistance

There are red, yellow, green, an orange

It is compatible by an EAO-01 series switch

It is most suitable for a console, Control

Panel

Protection diode built-in

The ND213-36D is an LED lamp of 36V specifications to be
completely compatible with an EAO-01 series switch, and
there is little power dissipation with the about 3/4
(approximately 15mA) of the incandescent lamp, and the
reduction of approximately 25% is possible than a lamp. In
addition, it reduces main tenace work of the equipment
because life is long.

"Bulb equivalent brightness"
It makes 6 LED tips bonding and gets an incandescent lamp and

approximately equivalent brightness. When it compares it that it puts a

rubber screen for color filter on the lamp and used it, there is the color

that there is more ND213-36D in the light quantity.

"SSL console adaptation "
It is compatible with an EAO-01 series switch used for 4000

series.There are an orange for CUT switches, yellow for

SOLO/GROUP switches, green for READY TAPE and red for

RECORD switches. In addition, it can largely reduce load of the

power supply because there is little power dissipation, and there is not

inrush current. Moreover, it contributes to extension of life of the

equipment because there is less fever than a bulb.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE: 35VDC, with Resistor and protection diode
POWER CONSUMPTION: 15mA (Implemented SSL console, 12mA)
STYLE: T5.5, L=30mm, ø5mm
LIFE: Approximately 50,000 hours

"Others"
This component is only available for sale discontinued.

Additionally, please refer about the bulb of 36V 20mA.

Color Use Model Price
Red RECORD ND213SR-36D ¥425
White SOLO/GROUP ND213Y-36D ¥425
Green READY TAPE ND213PG-36D ¥425
Orange CUT ND213SO-36D ¥425
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